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To future-proof safety at height and quality for your business, speak to Gravity today.

USING TECHNOLOGY TO MANAGE QUALITY

Quality management is a critical factor when discussing any work-at-height topic. A failure in quality, for example with the 
installation of a fall protection system, could easily lead to the loss of life. Below are some critical ways in which Gravity has 
used technology to manage quality.

AUTOMATION AND ACCESSIBILITY

The process of ensuring quality can sometimes become  
tedious, and often requires significant time and effort. For this 
reason, Gravity has introduced digital solutions that cover the 
traceability, inspection and certification of our fall protection 
systems. With a QR code at each system, any person on site 
can instantly access all the relevant documentation for any 
Gravity fall protection system, ensuring ultimate peace of 
mind.

AUTOMATION AND ACCESSIBILITY

Another quality challenge is ensuring the security and  
integrity of important data pieces. This is a critical factor when 
it comes to the status of a fall protection system and the  
authenticity of competence certificates. With each fall  
protection system that Gravity sells, we include the  
Gravity Quality System seal of approval. During installation, 
the installer captures certain key data pieces that relate to 
the installation. As the data is captured, an independent  
reviewer evaluates each piece of data and approves it or  
refers it for correction. This quality management tool ensures 
that any installation is carefully checked in detail before it is  
commissioned. A unique certificate for each installation is  
issued. 

ONLINE VERIFICATION AND FRAUD PREVENTION

Ensuring fraud-proof digital certificates for trained and 
competent persons has many organisations flustered. 
The Gravity verification system ensures that forged  
certificates are something of the past. With instant  
verification available on our website, anyone can check 
the status and validity of an individual’s training. This 
initiative not only ensures the quality and integrity 
of the data through blockchain technology but it 
is a practical means to prevent fraud. It also saves  
customers time and money. 


